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EASTERN WASHINGTON COLLEGE

CHENEY, WASHINGTON
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NUMBER 10

I K Sweethe.a rt ,c hosen
Rhoda Paulson, a charming sophomore from Cheney has been
chosen as this year's Sweetheart of ·the Tomahawk Chapter of
the Intercollegiate Knights. The !K's each year choose one girl
out of the student body to represent them as their queen.
Selected on personality, talent, and looks, mainly, Miss
1
Paulson is also very active in
student affairs. She is a mem1
ber of Spurs, the sister organization of IK's, and serves the
school as a songleader. As society editor of The Easterner
and a member of many campus groups such as Activities
and Recreation Committee.
'
Dr. Robert N . Lass, head of
Da ughte,rs of Garry Hall and
French Club she is kept quite the English department was inbusy around Eastern: .
jured iµ a five-car pile-up 7.1
As IK Sweetheart, Miss Paulson will represent Eastern's miles west of Moses Lake in
!Ks in regional queen competi- heavy homeward-bound traffic
tion which will, if she wins, on the final day of a four-day
place her in national competi- Thanksgiving holiday.
tion. During the year several
sociijl functions, such as the
The fifth car in the accident
Sweetheart Banquet, are held
in her honor. Although this driven by Dr. Lass, hit a Spoparticular event has, in the kane resident's car partially
past, been held. in Spokane, head on, · the occupant, Lee
this year's banquet will probably .be held in the officers' Miller, \\1 a s killed instantly
club on one of the nearby mil- said the State Patrol.
itary bases.
Dr. Lass received severe lacWhile in competition for
higher honors Miss Paulson erations of the face and body
will not only be judged on and multiple concusions. His
talent and beauty but will ~lso
be subjected to extemporan- wife, Leanna, 44, suffered fraceous speaking topics and on tured ribs. A daughter, Ruth
poise. Miss Paulson states: "I L., 12, suffered severe scalp
am deeply honored by the po- cuts. Three other Lass childsition bestowed on me and will dren, John 9, Roberta, 15, and
do everything I can to prove
myself worthy of such an Jean, 7, escaped without injury.
honor."

Mayk~wskj
Story
This is the second article of
a series about EWC E stud~nt
Vik Maykowskyj and his fam- .
i!y.
,

Easlern Prof.
Injured 1.n_Auto

Mrs. Maykowskyj describes
the American occupation, that
came shortly before Easter, as
"The best Easter we have ever
had."
Vik made friend6 with the
American soldiers, and they
made friends with Viktor, and
gave him boxes of chocolate.
"Viktor brought home boxes
of chocolate and everything
tl)ey could think of," recalls
Mrs. Maykowskyj.

Smashup

Financi·af Criook Is Sul)erior To M,urderer
By Shan Eggers

Mr. Malcolm Muggerit:lge, internationally known journalist,
lecturer and humorist, told a large audience assembled in EWCjs
Showalter auditorium last Thursday, that "Financial crooks are
superior to mur<ferers afld burglers- they ask the ·most intelligent questions."
Commenting · upon various
audiences he has faced while
Civil Rights
touring the United States and
England, his native country,
Concentration on local disMuggeridge described his vis- crimination problems as well
its to prisons, like the one 2s renewed support for southmentioned above, to an aud- ern sit-ins mark fall northern
ience at a university where civil rights action as the nahe was escorted in to the an- tion's colleges and universities
t hem "Onward Christian Sol- contipue to fight against disdiers," and, most appalling of ·c:rimination.
all, to a group of women comBoston area anti-discriminaprising what is known, oddly tion
groups, headed by ' the
enough, as a "women's• club." Emergency Public Integration
Muggeridge's address to the Committee (EPIC) are also
Eastern audience was titled shifing
to local diffi"In Praise of Fools," the def- culties. attention
Boston University EPinition of the ~ord "fools." be- IC is focusing
on discriminaing, as in the days of Shakes- tion in fraternities
d ·sororpeare, the licensed jester ities, while Brandeisa,nstudents
whose trade was humor.
concentrate on housing.
, Speaking of the sad - and
American
University
in
frustrating busin~ss of editing Washington
has
formed
a
civil
England's leading hun10r mag- rights ·committee to work for
azine, "Punch," Muggeridge
civil rights for all citisaid, "Humor is the only thing equal
zens;
a
similar committee has
about which the English are- been formed
by University of
5erious."
.students.
"I have found," he recalled, Kansas
Formar
student ~overnment
·that there are only seven ba- action on civil
rights bas been
sic jokes which will make the taken by at least
four schools:
British laugh. Two of these, Hunter College, Southern
Illifor obvious r easons, cannot nois University, and the Uniappear upon the respectable versinties of Michigan and
pages of "Punch," which Minnesota.
leaves a very limited field of
In October, the Southern
five jokes which the humor Illinois
student council sent
editor must use again and letters to
Governor Ernest
again in new ways."
Vandiver
of
Georgia protesting
American humorists, Mug- the arrests of
students involvgeridge lamented, have a def- ed in sit-in activities
letinite advantage, for they can ters of support to theandjailed
tap that possibly greatest source students.
of all humor-sex. "Sex is funny," he said, and, as an afterSTUDENTS PROTEST
thought, "and I am .happy to
Southwestern Ohio Students
tell you that the older one gets,
for
Peace maintained a daythe funnier it becomes."
long
silent vigil at the main
Further comments upon the
world from a "fool's eye view" · .gate of Wright Patterson Air
saw discussion of • a summit Force Base in Fairborn on
conference for fools, where Thanksgiving Day. The demoneach delegate would at least stration •was organized by stuhave one thing in common, and dents at Antioch College. They
the observation that the people expressed their objection to
and incidents in the world to- large government defense exday are often so ridiculous we penditures for military instalcan no longer see the humor lation and called for support
for a disarmament program.
(continued on page 8)
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It was the conference of
Yalta-which was a meeting
of the Big · Foor, the United
States, Russia, England and
Ftance-that was going to decide how Germany was to be
cfivided for post-war occupation.
Move
.

Possibly International IK Sweetheart

·The Cruel Cost of Co llege
1

This article is a joint research and writing t:tffort by reporters
Marailyn Fletcher (Coordinator), Dennis Hierrath, Sharon Williams, James Glick and Robert Wilson.}

The Maykowskyjs learned. later that the sector in which
they were living was to be occupied by Russia. They knew
thJ:lt the Russians would take
al~ displaced persons who wer-e
not Ger.man, and send them t o
Si~eria.
f'The American soldiers told
us if we wanted to leave for
thtt American sector, we should
do so right away, as we only
had 12 hours before the Russians would arrive," said Mrs.
Maykowskyj.
The Maykowskyjs went to
the train depot hoping to find
transp_ortation, but luck was
not with them. "There were
people inside the cars, on the
topr5, and on the sides of the
car_,s," Mrs. Maykowskyj recalls.

How much does a college education cost? For a great many
qualified young people the answer soon may be-too much.
In the past fiwe years college the cost has gone up 33% . It is
Escape
likely that i( ~· l, ipcre.ase.,_an.9tber 33 % in the next five years. If
Viles fctfher, went
this trend continues some education authorities predict that by andSmilian,
gathered boards, placing
1970 a four-year education in a public college will cost an average them between two boxcars. In
of $10,000. This is a chilli:r:ig realization for the family whose an- thi5i fashion rode Emilian, Annual income approximates the national mean: about $5,000 tonja, Viktor and his baby brothe~ George.
•
yearly.
'
Emilian
said,
"We
live
or
die
• At the present time the average cost of one year of college is
- but we go." The engineer
almost 1/ 3 of the average family income.
called them crazy. "I am going
Asked what were the main reasons for the rising cost of a col- to
have you on my conscience"
lege education, John F. Morse, head of the Federal Loan Program he said. ·
'
of the U. S. office of education, answered, "I'd say that it reflects
Asked how she felt riding
the trends in the national economy, and the inflation we've been between
two boxcars, on
going through, plus a r ecognition-at-last-that there was an awful ~oa~ds, with the wind blowing
lot of catching up to do in the matter of paying college faculties 1n her face, Mrs. Maykowskyj
adequately for their services. So the natural increase in costs, \ replied, "I had no time t o
plus the determination of institutions to pay their faculties ade- think of the danger, I was t oo
saying Hail Marys."
quately sent costs at colleges up faster than the general inflation- busy
The train made only about
ary spiral in this country."
10 miles before it came t o a
The cost of college is not the only "expense" to the student. bridge that had been blown
He is also out the money he would have earned had he worked at up by the falling bombs. Once
a full-time job instead of going to college. Assuming that ordin- agaih the Maykowskyj family
arily he would've earned a minimum of $1,000, college is costing was without transportation.
"We would then walk, hophim $4,500. Therefore, upon the completion of college, the studing
to find another train. We
ent's earnings for those four years are almost $20,000 less than
would
take a ferry to cross rivwhat they would have been had he worked instead of going to
ers, when they were available.
college.
•
Wheh there were none, we
But don't let this disco'u rage you. According to the U. S. cen- would wade or swim, dependsus bureau, the average college graduate will earn about $100,- ing on how deep the water
000 more over a life time than the average high school graduate. was."
On this journey, through
Consequently, the cost of college can be looked at in terms of a
wooqs,
streams and rivers,
good monetary investment. Apparently many people are looking
they
lived
on carr~ts, tea, and
at it just this way. In 1900 4% of the 18-21 age group were enKolrabbi
(which
is a vegetable
rolled in college ; last year 40% of this group were enrolled.
to a cabbage).
What are these people doing now to meet the cost of college? similar
W~en the family got to the
What can they do in the future?
bord~r, transportation
was
For the student from the average income family there are more accessable. They managfour basic ways of paying for his college education:
ed to reach friends near Castle,
1. He "works his way through."
Ger111any, who helped them
find ~n apartment.
2. He get a loan.
Th~re were no office jobs
3. He gets a scholarship.
available
for displaced per4. He has a good pre-college savings plan.
Working his way .t hrough now seems to be the primary meth- sons, and as Emilian's profesltad been an accontant in
od. This, however, presents the student with certain problems. sion
a ban , he was forced to go to
It takes away from his study time causing his grades to suffer schoo and learn a new trade.
or forces him to extend his college education to five or six years.
Em lian went to school for
For the most part, college officials frown on part-time work, • three years, taking such subalthough they realize it is a necessity. The student must attend jects as radio, bricklaying
school where he can find part time work; consequently, he must and ~echanics. While he atlive close to a city where such work is available. This causes a tende~ school, the family sold
rise in commuters and off-campus students: But it has been their personal possession to
live, ~nd traded cigarettes for
roughly estimated that if a person doesn't live within walking dis- food.
'We lived like kings in
tance of his institution, he is going to save only $50 a month by Castle, we had two rooms, and
commuting to school instead of living on the campus.
our own stove to cook on."
If a person is unable to find work this necessitates application
When Emilian completed
for a loan. It has been estimated that during the current academic school they went to the Inter(continued on page 8)
(continued on page 8)
1
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BASTERN WASHINGT ON COLLEGE of EDUCATION
P ubllahed weekly durlna the achoo) 7ear, a:cept ncatlona and
holidua and perloda immediately precedln.ii by the Aaaoclated
Studenta of Eutern Wuhlnston Collese of Education, Ohene:,,

PRESS

Wub. Application for re-entQ at Cheney. Wuhinston, pendina.
Entered u Second Clau llatter .Nov. a, 1916, at the Poat Office
a t Chene,., Wuhlnston. andv th• Act of ConKNM March a. 18n.
Advertlalnir ratea furnlabed on application. Repreeented for
national ad.-ertlalnir by National Advertt.inir, Inc•• 420 Madi.an
:Avenue . New York 1'7, New York. Rlaht to decline &DJ' aclver•
tlalu ·1, reaenecl.
.
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In Revie1N
By Edd Stollery

When a person has a headache after sitting through two
acts of a four-act play, he does
not have a very good opinion
of it.
This critic was in such a position last week when he saw
Anton Chekhov's "The Three
Sisters" presented in the SUB.
His position was further undignified by the fact that he
was on the same floor level as
t he actors, and did not have
any sight-lines.
Excellent in their rolls were
Shan Eggers and Peggy Jean
Carmack; Ursula Albertson,
Roy Wahl, Stan Rizzuti, and
Barney Poole.
Good portrayals of charac•
ter were turned in by most of
the rest of the cast, with a
few-say one or two-very
weak points in cost ume. Needless to say, some of this was
the actor's fault . . . but I wonder if more of it wasn't the
fault of the director?
So who's at fault? The dir ector. It is a director's responsibility to present the most polished performance by expert
actors.
Who, by the way, is at fault
for the staging? EWC is fort unate to have a very fine audi• torium, with some new ·e quipment (eye floods) t hat just arrived this year . . . and t he auditorium has excellent acoustics.
Eastern also has an excellent area for staging " Cir cle"
or In The Round productions.
So what happens? J:'he two
areas get confused, and we see

conventional,
unimaginative
staging, coupled with an uncoordinated background, in the
'·arena" area. The tr.ue auditorium is completely. ignored.
I started to write this review
seyeral times. I have since regamed my compos, and have
come to this thought:
As long as non-professionals
are given the job of attempting to be professional, the
guidance and leadership that
we get, (from such persons)
will always be less than is
professional.
The group might have tried
"Uncle Vanya" or · "The Sea•
gull" . .. they would have been
just as successful in being
boring.
Musically Speaking

Too brief . . . much more
was needed . . . no, not of the
play, but of the intermission.
Music is always welcome
when it is fresh, imaginative,
and talentedly performed.
Such was the case with the
brief-far too brief-20 min,utes that comprised the intermission and mus~cal off~ring.
Extremely capable direction,
with professionally talented
musicians, let the listener relax
(and reg~in some composure)
during the cigarette and coffee break between the first
and second half of the drama tic offering of last week.
I for Ont) could have used
more music. Others have made
the same comment. Perhaps
something can be set up in the
fut ur e- a musical "Free for
all"-a pot pourri of musical
selections, piped t hr oughout
the SUB-something for us
musically
(and
culturally)
starved people.

India Cliche

....

''Indians and Chinese are dismayed. India has a history
brothers" has become an of a~similating diverse and apabused cliche in India, and the garently contradictory points
brunt of many bitter jokes. In- of view. Religious t hought still
dian policy toward China has plays its par t in molding the
not changed. The Five Princi- Indian public opinion. When
ples of Coesixtence still f unc- the Dalai Lama toured India
tion, as evidenced by the Chou- after his mysterious escape
Nehru ta'lks in April this year, £\om Lhasa, people t hr onged
and by the concurrent pres- to the great God-King.
After congenial moments beence of Indian historians and
carotgr aphers in Peking for fore cameras and a mildly
consultation on the Sino-Indian worded joint statement, Chou
border disputes. Individual In- left Delhi, nothing achieved.
dians, how~ver, are not entire- The Chinese Communists, early optimistic a bout t he :rela- lier considered by the Indian
tions between the two coun- intelligentsia to typify a new
Asian nationalism, have lost
tries.
Indian students, often in- face . As one disillsioned Indian
observed, "Somevolved .in the politics of their Socialist
native regions, tend to view where . . . Marxism has gone
the existence of an outsicte wrong. Lenin wrote a famous
menace as a factor which thesis on imperialism as the
would unite India. And China laset phase of capitalism.
has certainly become a greater Someone should write another
menace than Pakistan. Men thesis on Communism as the
students clamor for selection first phase' of a new imperialism."
t o the National Cadet Corps.
But such -individual comSome sor t of compulsor y na- ments should not be construed
tional ser vice soon may be in- by power bloc addicts to indistituted for all students, . both cate a shift in India's nonalignment policy, Indian govmen and women.
ernment
al policy does not reIf these pugilistic attitudes
conflict with a vision of the flect these personal senti.spiritual, spinning India, be not ments .

EDITORIA·LS
Sounding Board
Letter To Students

•

President Elect
by Dr. Raymond Schults, Asst. Prof. of History

Senator John Kennedy campaigned this year on an unusually
To the Stude nts of EWC:
As most students are aware, • specific program, particularly in the area of domestic legislaEastern Washington College is tion; more specific, for example, thanFDR's"NewDeal"campaign
expanding at a rate beyond of 1932. Few people, however, foresee any New Deal "honeyeven the most imaginative pro- moon" with the 87th Congress when the president-elect tries to
jections. As a result, the needs get his program enacted. Mr. Kennedy will r everse (as would
of the institution and the cost Mr. Nixon) the philosophy of weak executive leadership which
of maintaining the institution has characterized the Eisenhower administration, but there are
are increasing at an alarming several circumstances which might prevent him from realizing
rate. This is not · bad, but it
does require immediate action. more than a diluted version of his "New Frontier."
I would like to stat~ at the outset that one factor .which should
We seek student advice in writNOT have any bearing on the scope of the New ~ontier is the
ing this letter.
narrow
margin by which Kennedy triumphed in the November
EWC was created to educate
teachers. This function has balloting. Despite the lamentations of Republican journalistsbeen expanded to include edu- some of whom seem to think that Barry Goldwater actually won
cation in the arts and sciences, the election-Kennedy WAS elected, ang. as president he will
junior college courses, pre-pro- have as much of a mandate as he wants to make of it. It is quite
f essional work, and a secretar- certain that if Vice-president Nixon had won . a close election
ial program. The number of these same journalists would not be suggesting that he had no
students studying in these five mandate to carry out his policies. It might be pointed out that
fields has increased 234% such past presidents as Abraham Lincoln and Woodrow Wilson
since 1954 and has been increasing at near 10% for the did not,let the fact that they pulled less than majority of the
last several years. Also, the popular vote deter them from carrying out rather sweeping ·
·
vast majority of these students programs.
do come from Washington
Kennedy's real problems wili come instead from the Coalition;
State.
the informal alliance of Southern Democrats and conservative
These are astronomical fig- Republicans which ·has been trying to block progressive legislaures for an institution of high- tion-frequently . with success-since at least the days ~f the
er education.
Many problems are created second New Deal. This problem will be, in one respect~ more serby this situation. Faculty size ious in the 87th Congress since most of the ·26 House and Senate
must be increased in a time seats which the Democrats lost came from the North.
On the other h~nd, Kennedy will enjoy certain advantages. He
when there is increasing com•
petition for college teachers. will have the constitutional and extra-constitutional. means of exTo do this, we must be able to erting pressure and influence on recalcitrant legislators which .
offer better salaries. Facilities all strong presidents have utilized. The Coalition, furthermore
for living and learning must will no longer have a sympathetic president to back them up, and
be constructed, and again addi- will have to produce majorities rather than the one-third-plustional funds are required. one necessary to sustain a veto. Kennedy will also have the ackThese developments in turn
have an effect on the adminis- nowledged political skills of Lyndon Johnson and Sam Rayburn
tration size, staff size, library working for him, although the enthusiasm with which the latter
has greeted the New Frontier has been ~omewhat iestrained. Finfacilities and the like.
To meet these needs, the ally, the new President might be able to count on the support
school has requested adequate of certain liberal Republicans such as Case of New Jersey, and
funds from the State legisla- Javits of New York who were f~rced by political considerations
ture. However, to receive the to vote against his proposals during the rump session of Congress ·
requested amount is a prob- last summer.
·
lem. Other schools are also reAnother
problem,
which
is
a
corollary
of the first, is posed
questing increased budgets,
thus there ',Vi ee competition by the fact that due to the seniority system which prevails in
Congress, some of the most important committees, in both housfor funds.
Still, we feel Eastern deserv- es, are chaired by conservative Southerne;rs. A striking example
es a certain priority in this leg- is the powerful House Rules Committee, which is presided over
islative session. In the past, by Howard Smith, a charming affable Virginian whose sociothe latger schools, especially economic theories occasionally would make William McKinley
Washington State university, look like a wild-eyed radical.
·
have used t he majority of the
Ther
e
are
so
many
ways
in
which
t
he
Rules Committee can kill
legislature's allocation
for
higher education. The smalle r a bill wanted by t he majority, that the fate of the New Frontier
schools had to be satisfied might well be decided before the new President t akes his oath
wit h what was left- they simp- of office. There has been talk among certain Congressmen of
ly did not have t he influence lessening the power of the House Rules Committee. However,
to wage a fight for needed when Congress organizes on the first day of the new session, if
funds.
the usual motion to continue the rules of the preceding session
The time has now come to is carried, this weapon of minority rule will continue, and Kenr ealize t hat Eastern is no long- nedy's program might well be doomed from t he outset.
er a small college and should
The outlook for the New Frontier, in other words, is not parno longer receive a small budticularly
bright. Nevertheless, John Kennedy has demonstrated
get. This determination indicates a lively •legislative bat- more than once in his career an ability to overcome the odds
tle, but one we can't avoid for against him. Liberal Democrats are hoping that -he can show his
it must be won. The f ut ure of mettle again when the 87th Congress convenes.
Eastern depends upon it.
I have stressed the area of domestic legislation, partly because
In this contest we ask for of space limiations, and partly because the new President will not
your aid in cont acting your encounter the same kind of opposition in his conduct of foreign
state legislators, in requesting affairs.
your parents and friends to do
t he same and generally discussing this subject. You will be
contacted in your living groups
by AWS and AMS representatives with more detailed inforThis is ~ OT a cour ~e in self mur der .. . but many students and
mation. Your support and co- adults t hr oughout' America seem to be taking such a course .
operation will be sincerely apThey signed up for it the day they were bor n. They met the
preciated.
teacher-other
drivers on the r oads of America-during their
(Signed)
Florence "Sam" Samuels many trips. They met fellow class members at traffic courts,
and cocktail parties, and . . .
·
Stan Rizzuti
Then, they took the final. They drove a car themselves.
Paul Hooper
1

a

Death 101

Who Passed?

Well, one guy tried . .. on a hill. They buried him .
Another tired of staying awake behind the wheel. They buried
him, too.
There was a third who didn't have good brakes on his car. "Too
If you plan on running for
bad, so sad." He's also been "planted."
council representative file for
Annually, more money is spent on alcohol than on Education.
candidacy in the student gov- It's easy to see the resits. Look at the cemeteries-the hospitalsthe morgues- the traffic courts- any day· of the week . . . and
ernment office. Vacancies also especially at the end of the week, or over a three (or more) day
need to be filled in the new holiday. That's when the results really show up.
How many students are plaQning on returning, next quarter?
judicial board, so if you have
How many will actually be here . . . and how many more won't
any knowledge of law your ser- -because of an automobile, or plane, or bus or train, accident?
"City ·Morgue ... you stab 'em, we slab 'e·m ." Funny. Until the
vices are desired. Remember
steering column does the stabbing . . . and it's' your blood in front
this is your student govern- of your eyes.
'
Funny. Until your mother and father, or wife, children, and
ment, so do ydur part.
9ther close relatives learn about it. Then laugh. Go ahead. Laugh.
Th~ life you save might be yours. Or mine. Or some stranger's.
E. S.
REPRESENTATIVE

.SOCIETY SECTION
On

·C ampus

Finals Reviews

Dave Burger, 1960's Student
Orientation
Chairman,
announced last week that the S.
0. committee will hold a series of finals reviews for freshmen students. '
Reviewing "Survey of Western Civilization" will be Professors Colton and Pierce on
Saturday, Dec. 10. They will
meet in S219 at 10 a. m. for
two hours.
In the same room, starting at
1 p. m. that afternoon, Professors Waddington, Thomas
and Houston will . review
"Freshman Composition." This
is also two hours long.

Science

Monday Dec. 12, at 7 p. m.,
Professor Rajalla, in S306; Professor Booth in S308, and Professor Wilkerson in S309, will
review Earth Sciel)ce.
Professors Beihl and Harper
and Reynolds will held a Music
101 review on Dec. 13 (Tuesday.) in the band room. Starting
time is 7· p. m.
Burger said, "All freshmen
students with any problems at
all in these classes, are invited
to come on into the reviews.
We're all sure, on the committee that the sessions will be
a big benefit to the student."

Mailing of Grades
•

Students who wish to have
their grades mail d to them at
the close of Fall Quarter shall
follow the procedure outlined
below:
1. Print your name and address, where grades are to be
sent, on one of the envelopes
available in the hall at the entrance to the Registrar's Office.
2. Affix a 4 cent stamp (7
cents if Air Mail) to envelope.
3. Drop envelope in slotted
box provided for this purpose.
NOTE: Grades will be mailed to these students about FricJMy, December 23, 1960. Those
who do not wish their grades
mailed to them may pick them
•P in the Registrar's Office on
or after Wednesday, December· 28, 1960.

Sitzmark Club
Members of the Sitzmark Ski
Club will, next quarter, have
the opportunity of getting free
ski instrtJction at Mount Spokane. President Ron Giles
passed the word that membership is open to all students interested in skiing-whether on
snow or in front of .the fireplace. Dues are only $2.50, he
said.

·Music Con
Tomorrow

Art Exhibit
Upper division art students
have contributed some samples of their work for the current exhibition in the student
union building, the Easterner
learned last week. Many of the
students are working under
Mrs. Opal Fleckenstein, art department instructor.
Among the works displayed
are those of Ron Ballo, Gary
LaTurner, Duane Simshouser,
Leroy Seth, William Otis Davis and Don Hergert.
The outstanding linear brush
work displayed is by Kingo
Shiriashi, a foreign student
· from Japan.

Tomorrow morning's student recital wiH be held in Showalter auditorium, at 10:10 a.

m.

A string quartet will spotlight the program with a work
by Albinoni. Yvonne Gregory,
soprano, will sing "Rejoice
Greatly" by Shubert.
Jean Ninneman, soprano;
Larry Dickerson, baritone, and
Ray Armstrong, tenor, will also
be featured on the program.
Jean Kerr, pianist, will also
perfornt A violinist and two
trombone numbers are also included.

'Collage'

Food Sale

The Ellen H. Richards club
will sponsor a food sale today.
They will continue the food
sale u;ntil 3:30 p. m. or whenever the food gives out, ~ccording to Pat O'Mealy, pubhcity chairman. Location, she
said, is in front of the food lab.

,.

Book Exchange

Members of the Intercollegiate Knights. will again handle the book exchange on the
main floor of Showalter. Starting Jan. 4, at 9 a. m. and for
three hours daily, the sale will
continue through Jan. 18. "No
books or money will be returned (to the owners) after 12
noon on Jan. 19," said Ed Harvill.

Writer's Club

The last meeting Qf the year
for Writers' Club will be at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn
Albertson, club sponsors. Time
and date have also been established, and will start at 8 p. m.
tonight. The Albertson's address is 423' Cedar, apt. 2.

Eisenhower Fund
President Eisenhower's leadership in the world has been
honored at Princeton University with the creation of the
Dwight D. Eisenhower Fund,
dedicated "to the preparation
of young men for careers in
international fields of endeavor and to improved understanding of foreign nations and
peoples."
Announcement of the establishment of the Fund, with
the express approval of President Eisenhower, was made by
Dr. Robert F. Goheen, president of Princeton, who reported that an anonymous Princeton family has made a gift of
$500,000 to create a permanent fund in recognition of the
President's broad interest and
constructive
influences
in
world affairs.

KEWC's general manager,
Paul Aust, iannounced programing of "something truly
new and different" for Eastern
students. The program is called "Collage," (rhymes with garage), "a hodge-podge of entertainment and enlightenment
for college eggheads."
The program is prepared by
the staff of Collage Magazine
in Chicago. It will go on the
air for the first time on KEWC
tonight at 10:15 p. m.
Future programs will feature Bob Newhart and Jack
Kennedy, among others.

E.

P.

T. Has Meeting

Eastern's chapter of Epsilon
Pi Tau, National Industrial
Arts Fraternity, held a meeting Thursday night, Nov. 17 at
Dr. Loyd Vande Berg's .home.
'l'he' purpose of ihe meeting
was to admit new members.
There was a short business
session followed by initiation
of new members. The initiation consisted of the new members submitting proiects, which
they were required to construct within the preceding
month.
After their presentation
they were asked question by
the members. Th·e questions
pertained to the area of Industrial Arts represented by each
individual's project. Directly
after the initiation refreshments were served by Dr. and
Mrs. Vande Berg.
Formal initiation ceremonies will be held November 30
in the Tahiti room of the Student Union.
New members admitted
were, John Sweo, Jim. Knight,
Guy Looney, Denny Berard,
Kieth Bartol, Kenneth Swan•
son and Bernard Merrifield.

Kam.pus
Kalendar
December 7
6-7 p. m.-IK, Capri.
6-7 p. m.-Spurs, aVshon. .
6-7 p. m.-Bachelor Club, Cove
7-8 o. m.-IVCF-Vason and
San Juan.
8 p. m.-Dames Club, Suttpn
Lounge.
7 p. m.-Blue Key, Tahiti.
5:30 p. m.-Phi Mu Alpha, LA' SDA.
7:30 p. m.-French Club, Capri
8 a. m.-3:30 p. m. Ellen H. Richards Food Sale, Showalter
Hall.
12 noon-20th Century Film
Series, "Gandhi", Show. 102
2-4 p. m.-Red Cross Mother
and Baby Care Course, Monroe 120
8 p. m.-Basketball, Gonzaga.
7 p. m.-AUSA Bankuet, Fairchild Off. Club.
6:30 p. m.-A & R Carol Sing,
Bali Lounge.
December 8
(Start of Dead Week)
10 a. m.-Orientation Follow"Final Exams," Harbor (Commuters)
10 a. m.-Music Div. Con., Sho.waiter Aud.
.
8: 15 p. m.-Christmas Concert
Showalter Auditorium.
·
December 10 •
9-10 a. m.-Advisory Council,
Faculty Lounge.
8 p. m.-Basketball, Seattle
Pacific, fieldhouse.
December 11-DEAD
December 12-DEAD
3:30 p. m.-Faculty Council,
Capri.
5 p. m.-Chri:~tmas Dinner, LA
Dining Hall
.
December 13 DEAD
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Fashion
Kloset

_ CHIT 'N CHAT _
Fre~ Wallick does impersonations ...
Karen Heindl and Paul Frederick are planning a December
17th wedding . . . •
*

•.

•

"If you can't find anything
to write about-make something up"-and this from our
staunchly upright editor-now
I wouldn1 t do a thing like that.
For some unknown reason
some people on campus have
disagreed.
*

•

"'

How many of you are saving
your money to spend Christmas in Cuba? Just think . . .
time away from this horrible,
nasty, freezing weather.
Red face department: The
fellow called on to make an impromptu speech on ~1 Whether
or not a boy should kiss a girl
on their first date.11

"'

"'

•

*

.

I ,think I will take a poll on
camp·us to find which is the
more widely read: Piayboy,
Mad, or The Dialogues of Plato.
Culture corner: (For 'David
Lewis)
J'ai casse mes lunettes, Pouvez-vous remplacer les, verres?
(you too can have your· glasses
fixed-in French!)
*

Read any good newspapers
lately-Mark Snow ...
I'm kind of jealous. I didn't
get a plastic sack.
"'

*

*

Be sure and try to attend the
basketball game at Gonzaga
tonight.
Well, sweat-it-out time is
here; dead week begins-tests;
Rats!
If my column doesn't look
to good this week it's becaus·e
Janice sat on it and bent it.

EXEC. HEADS DRIVE

Page 3

By Linda Headley
· Men, to what lengths should
slacks go?
Everything seems to be going fine. You've selected the
slacks. The fitter has called.
He checks your waist. He
chalks your seat, and then he
hits you with tt,is question.
11

D0 you like them to hang
straight, sirl or do you prefer
a slight break at the ·cuffs?"

Enter decision. You are now
faced with The Length Problem-a dilemma that has plagued man throughout sartorial
history.
When In Rome
The early Romans, for in~
stance, regarded trousers as
barbarous. But they had plenty
of trouble deciding how long
their togas should be. The toga
fluctuated between the thigh
length ahd ankle length for
centuries; what usually decided a man was the shape of his
legs. Good legs, short togas.
Bad legs, long togas.
So it should be today. ,Remembers boys, they1 re both in
style and one or the other will
do much more for you.
So Foot It!
For high fashion in men's
shoes, it's new leather highlights. Pointed to·es, higher
fronts, slimmer lines, side
gore, higher heel, higher
tongue.
Men, there is a new concept
for college wear. A collarless
cardigan, breast pocket cited
with a crest and long sleeves.
What's in style for the girls?
Topping for a winter day, a
three-quarter coat designed
along the lines of a sailor's
jacket with big flapped carry. all pockets. You'll be sure to
catch everybody's eye in this
coat.
Fashion engineering for
your new knt!e-tiekler skirts:
a coat that will accommodate
other lengths as well. Its name,
the kneecap coat.
Girls-naked eyes are out.
Color is the thing. Eye shadow
can make your eyes excitingly
new and bright.

Roscoe C. "Torchy" Torrence, Seattle business executive, will lead Washington
State volunteers in the · "New
March of Dimes," January 2-Sl.
"We are seeking total con. trol of paralytic polio through
the use of vaccines developed
with March of Dimes funds,"
Mr. Torrance, in accepting
Larus & Brother Company, said
the
appointment.
Inc., is sponsoring an annual
contest aim·e d at encouraging
"
students of business, economics, advertising, marketing and
TIADlflONAL
(!)
commerce. The contest offers
two $500 cash award scholarships.
The first will go to the undergraduate student submitting the best advertising slogan, with supporting brief, for
House of Edgewort}l smoking
toba€CQS. Winner of the secSMITH JEWELERS
ond award will be the •graauCHENEY, WASH.
ate student who writes the best
marketing plan to sell topaccos to the college market.
'
Entries, to be postmarked
no later than midnight, March
15, 1961, will be judgea on the
basis of originality, expression, and practical merchandisChristmas is in
ing value. The contest is also
aimed to offer an opportunity
the air at
to apply classroom studies to
practical business problems.
the Crescent
For more information write
to Larus & Brothers Company,
Inc., J. Sam Fouts, Publicity Director, Richmond, Virginia.
Our Personalized Christmas Card Shop on the

C,igar_
effe)fonlesl
Op.ens: $1,000 Up

.

eeP-sake

Diamoncl Rings
\

first floor is ready for your careful selection! The
4th floor •·:,rim The Tree Shop" has a complete

Bongo Xmas Specials

array of glittering, and even musical, decorations

For College Students at

for your home and close by, on the same floor,

Specially Reduced Prices

festive ornaments from our "Candle Shop". 11 The

Choice of 6 models from

Answer Shop" on the third floor is your answer

$8.95 to $30.00

for those special gifts. And "Toyland" is open on

Present your student ticket

the 5th Floor!

for 10% additional discount.

Clark Evans
Music Co.
W. 915 Fint, Spokane
MA 4-5189

THE-CRESCENT
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The Optimist
By WALT HARTMAN

The EWC basketballers couldn't have started out their season in a much nicer fashion as they presented coach Red Reese
with victory number 503 and 504 last week.
The team this year has given- indications that they are
going to score a lot of points, week. On Tuesday evening, apas they amassed 171 points in proximately 30 members canthe two games 't o their oppon- vassed the campus and town
ents 110. However, the big of Cheney for funds for the
test comes tonight as Eastern Muscular Dystrophy fund. Club
is being entertained by the president Rich Hilty proudly
very strong, Frank • Burgess announced that nearly $400
led, Gonzaga Bulldogs at the was raised for the worthy charColiseum in the Cage Bowl ity. Bob Clark was the winner
game. Gonzaga had their big of a steak dinner awarded as
test last Saturday against a an incentive for the person
strong Washington State con: collecting th~ most money durtingent, and the Bulldogs ing the drive.
emerged victorious 80-77. BurOn Friday night, the cluq
gess, thus far this season, has sponsored the first annual
been clipping along with a 38 Varsity Ball, with a large
point per game average, and if crowd turning out, and nothing
the Savage defense can hold but favorable reports from
the Zag star to a minus 30 those persons attending.
point game, there may be a
One final n.o te on basketball;
real upset in the offing.
if Harold York and Dave DanThe '~W" club of Eastern ielson , continue their domina• should be given a real com- tion of the backboards, the
mendation for two fine activ- music department may be able
ities that they sponsored last to keep their organ player.

PE Education Curriculum ·Changes
The Division of Health, Physical Education and Recreation is
· preparing for a number of curricular changes to begin with the
1960-61 school year, according to Dr. Jack R. Leighton, division
head.
A new 2-credit course will
be offered all new incoming ing the examination. Part of
students,
"Introducti'.on
to the fifth year work will be
Health and Physical Educa- spent in clinical work in a hostion Activities." This course pital corrective therapy dewill include basic health in- partment.
struction, physical fitness and
A Health Education Minor
Service Course Requirement
is also being offered for those
swimming testing, an introduc- persons not majoring in. health
tion to the physical educatiQn and physical education. This is
activities program, and assign- a 15-credit minor for those dement to activities according to siring to teach health educathe results of the physical fit- tion in the public secohdary
ness testing.
schools.
Those passing. the swimming
test will NOT be required to
take a course in swimming.

Four activity credits, in addition to this new course, are
to be completed in the first
two years of school, and will
complete the physical education r equirement. Those persons scoring at the 50th percentile in all tests may go into
an elective program and will
be able to remain there unless
t hey fall below the 50th percentile on a subsequent test.
Special Problems

A Corrective Therapy option
in the health and physical education major program is also
on e of the new innovations being offered by the department
next year. This program is designed for those who wish to
specialize in cor r ective physical education work in schools
or who desir e to enter corrective therapy work .in departments of physical medicine rehabilitation in hospitals.
This is a five-year program
leading to certification in corrective ther apy by the Association of Physical and Mental
Rehabilitation for those pass-

SCUBA Taught

SPORTS SECTION
lntrarnurals ,Reese Starts In Bla·ze of Glory
Coach Red Reese unfolded his 1960-61 basketball team in a
blaze of glory last weekend, as the EWC Savages coasted to a
The end of this week's play pair of easy victories last Thursday and Saturday, romping past
in intramural vollyball finds the College of Idaho 86-66, and the Whitman Missionaries 85-44.
Sutton Hall on top in both the
In the Colle~e of Idaho Drien 5.
and B league. Hudson holds
game,
Eastern Jumped oH to
Jl;At:l'J'l!:UN JV's (66) -var Mona.
down second place in both
-4, but the smith 17i Alox Woods 15, Bob Wyle 14,
early
lead
at
8
an
Bill Bay css 9, Ron Hagen 4, Morgan
brackets.
Coyotes
fought
back
to
tie
it
2, Puthoff 2, Sildoll 1.
The next event scheduled is
44
WHITMAN fg< >:ft
i>r tl)
basketball, at th start of next up at 32-32. Then Joe Moreno
a a-3 . :
9
quarter, with the vollyball mat- hit two straight buckets to give Bogle
the
Idahoans
their
first
lead
of
ifi'~:nns
~
~
1
ches terminating before the
2
1-4.
5
6
fall quarter ends. Games are the game, but Eastern rallied Felts
to
tie
it
at
36-36
at
intermis~~~smlm
~
~
still being played Monday
Berry
o o.o o o
through Thursday in the field- sjon.
In the s cond half, Easte& tii~!:
g
~
~
house.
led by some fine rebounding Embrey
3
1-2
a, 'f
Voiieyball ~tanding
24
44
on the part of Harold York an<i Totals
EASTEJt <8 26
"A" League
Dave Danielson, surged out
fg
ft
1>f
t.p
L ahead, and 10 minutes after ~~t
w
1:
2
Sutton Al
0 the · half, Eastern had all but Paterson
6
1-1
a. 13
Hudson Al ·
4
1 sewed the game up. .
Danielson
4
6-8
2
14
Hannan
6
12-14
4
22
Sutton A2
2
1
Outstanding :for the Savages Wylie
1
o.o
o o
2
Student Court
1
the game were a pair of
~
8:f g i
ldaho·a ns
2
2 in
newcomers to the varsity, un- Nugent
o o-z o o
Monroe A
0
3 folded by Reese in the persons Sutphin
o 1-2
3
1
Hudson A2
0
4 of York, ex-Mead all-stater, and ~tt~~e
~ tg ~ !
'
"B" League
Bob
Frick,
former
.
all-stater
ToiI~ltim
;ast;~n f6~-s~hit!0an 2
Sutton B
1
0 from Richland. York collected
Officials: Jack Crabbe, Bob Barlett.
Sutton Bl
2
1 nine points and 13 important
NORTH IDAHO Jo (64)- Welhelm 14,
Hudson Bl
· f
Yos t 13, Streeter 10, Bowlen 4, D1·ag2
1
rebounds; while Frick hit ive net' 6, HeaJea 4, Den~is 2, Weigele 1.
Off Campus
1
2 Of seven attempts from the
EASTERN JV (70)- Allen 16, Wylie
Hudson B2
0
2 fl.eld 1·n garner1·ne1 his 10 14, Hansen 10, Bayless 9, Davis 6, Mont-,
asmith 5, Puthoff 5, Graham 2, Cross
p o i n t s . 2_._H_ag_e_n_2._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
On Saturday night, the Savages had plenty of opportunity to use substitutes, as they
ran rampant over a very weak
Whitman team .
•
Eastern jumped off to an- 11The swimming team of EWC
5
lead
in the first five minutes,
has begun its early season
piiactice, and Coach Steve Strat- and took it easy ·the rest of the
ton has indicated that the Sav- night as Whitman never
ages should be much strong- threatened all "night. Dick Haner this year, despite the fact nan drove for five buckets, ·a nd
that double conference win- hit 12 out of 14 attempts from
ner Grayson Hand does not the foul line to pace the Savplan to turn out.
.age scorers with 22. Danielson
This year's team will be cen- and Ted Paterson followed
tered around veterans Jack Hannon with 14 and 13 points
England, Bob Short, and Lanny respectively.
Willman.
Junior varsity coach Rich
Jim Strom, a sophomore Hilty got off to a winning start
fr0m Toppenish, has been a also, as the Savages rolled past
pleasant surprise, as he is com- North Central high scl\ool 66- \This airplane is actually a flying
classroom. The course taught in it
ing very close to the confer- 60, and North Idaho JC 70-54,
. ence mark in the breast stroke. in their first two encounters.
is Air Navigation, under real con•
He has never entered active Darwin Monasmith led Eastern 1ditions. The students are young
competition before this year. with· 17 points against North ·men who have been selected as posThe first meet will be held Central, and Joe Allen dropped
sible future leaders of the Aero•
at Ch~ney against the Univer- through 15 in the win over
space Team. Graduation after 32
sity of British Columbia, Jan- NIJC.
weeks of training will win each of
By John Reed

t:
t~
t~

~t

: t~ :

:ae:::~

i~
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EWCE Swimmers
Dive In Again

- f~
,:~~:~;:;~

A new activity is being offered this year, by the Physical Education Department, in
the form of skin aiving, and
the students in the course have
nothing but praise for the class
and its instructor, Dr. Glen R. uary 13th, followed the next
Kirchner.
day by a dual meet with the
According to Dr. Kirchner, University of Idaho and Westthe definition of skin diving ern Washington.
could be described as any form
An .added attraction for EWof underwater movement that C this year will be the Everincludes the use of a mask, green Conference Championsnorkel and fins, but the EWC ships which will be held in the
department has introduced a Chehey pool, March 3 and 4.
ne}V part with the use of
SCUBA equipment, which is
self _contained
underwater .
breathmg apparatus, has been ·
.I
obtained through the good
graces of Simchuck's Sporting
The PEP program (Pre-ColGoods store of Spokane.
lege Educational Project), inAccording · to Dr. Kirchner,
some of the students at the augurated two years ago for
end of the course will be able superior juniors and seniors in
to go to the bottom of the
pool, r emove all of their public or private secondary
equipment, come back to the schools in Massachusetts, has
. surfa ce, and theIL submerge announced that this year's
once again to put the equipcourse includes five offerings .
ment back on.

COI

Talbot
Ayres
Moreno
VanOcker
Cunningham
Ccanlon
Barrett
VanRdn
H enry
Totals

(66 )

:Cg
3

Hill

4

4
7
O
3
O
1
1
0
23

1

ft
2-3
2-3
1-3
3.- 5
1-2
2-2
2-2
1-1
3- 4
3-4
20-30

EASTERN (86)
fg

Masr,PEP Pl,ans ,

ft

1

Sportsmen

Webfoot·

Music Lover
House Wife

at

Marshall-Wells Store
Edgett Bros, Owners

1

pf

0
3

tn
8

3

10
9
17

0
1
0
1
2
0

1
8
2
3
6
3

,1

14

pf

66

tp

•

Discounts

Discounts
for

·s tudents and Faculty
at

Joe's Phillip ''66''

the students the honored silver
wings of an Air Force Navigator
and an Officer's Commission.
· For certain young men, this
'training can open the way to a
bright career of executive potential. Right 110w the Air Force is
scoring impressive technological
1
advances in the fields of naviga1tion, guidance and tracking, electronics and radar. And here is
where its highly trained and 'experienced Navigators will be expected
to take over command positions of
increasing responsibility.
To qualify for Navigator tra ining as an Aviation Cadet, you must
be between 19 ~nd 26¼ - single,
healthy and intelligent. And you
must want, to build an exciting ,
interesting career in the Aerospace
1
Age. If you think you measure up,
we'd like to talk to you at the nearest Air Force Recruiting Office.
,Or clip and mail this coupon.
1

Hartman
]0
5-6
4
26
Hanna n
5
1-1.
4
11
P atei·son
l
1-1
4
3
S ut phin
1
2-4
1
4
Danielson
6
6-7
5
18
Russell
1
0-0
0
2
F1·ick
6
0-0
0
10
Nugent
1
0-0
2
2
Moore
1 0-0
0
2
York
4
1-1
2
9
Totals
36
16-19 22 8 6
HaJf..t'm
E astern 36, College b!C
Idaho 86.
Officials-Bob Bart.Jet t , John Schnell.
North Central
5
19
15
21-60
EW JaYVoes
17
13
20
16- 66
NORTH CENTRAL (60)- Steve Ander■on 11. Dan Hurley 11, Del Clute
8, Tom Hedemark 3, Jim Buchanan
6, Craig Batters 4. Ron Harris 6, Dick
Herron 3, Dave MinllO 2, Marty 0' .

Gifts for the

For Christn1as

'S weaters --- Ski'r ts
Capris
4.99to9.99

:

us

There's a place for tomorrow's
leaders on the .
lAerospace Team.

, Air ForCe

l~A;;:T;.; ~UP~ ~A-;- -,
AVIATION CADET IN\<'ORMATION

DEPT. SCL012A
I
I BOX
7608, WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
[ am b etween 19 aandhigh26½school
, a citizen I
gradI ofuatet hewU.ith S.. . and
. •. •. . years of college.
Please ecnd m e detailed inf otmat iou I
on the Air F orce Aviation Oadet
I ,,rogram.

I NAME ........• . .•........ . .• • ...• I
STRJ,:ET . . • . . . . • . . • . . . . • . • . . • • • • . . • I
I OIT~ •............•... . •••• . .•... . •
'-

I

- - - - -- ....

I OOU NTY, .. .. ....... STATE ......

.

P_ATRONIZE YOUR j.
• ADVERTISERS..,.

I
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Leighton'·sResearch Is Published

Friends, there is, I believe,
By Edd Stollery
a new and brighter era awaitDr. Jack R. Leighton, head of the physical education departing us- the cigar is on its way
Arounq the world in 80:
· back.
ment of EWC, was recently honored by having his article "On
Kennedy appoints Abraham Ribicoff (Connecticut governor)
Time was when we used to the Significance of Flexibility for Physical Educators," published
as secretary of health, education and welfare; Michigan's gover- pay tribute to a certain shav- in the National Journal of Health, Physical Education and Recnor, G. Mennen Williams, will serve as assistant secretary of state ing product for bringing us reation.
for African affairs.
sporting events through teleThe article included much
Russia sent two dogs aloft in a five ton space vehicle; as of vision. Lately these events of the important work that Dr. parallels the skills and habits
Friday, it had altered its space course,~and was (by noon time) have been sponsored by the Leighton has done in his past of body movement present and
is peculiar to these latter. (5)
"lost" to the space watchers of the US government. Speculation cigar i nd ustry. We shoul all 18 years of research study.
now support this new backer.
There is. evidence that it may
was that it !'burned up or fell apart," according to one press
The cigarette appears small
Five Statements
not be possible to develop
report.
and inconsequential when comThe article could be sum- skills to a high degree withAnd . . .
fracture of his back, ~aused by pared to a large black Havana marized in five brief state- out laying the groundwork of
Cuba was "bombed" by de- a fall in his bedroom. Many cigar. The cigarette represents ments. ( 1) Flexibility, as such, a proper flexibility pattern for
bris from . America's latest telegrams, presents, other me- habit, controversy (filter tips seems to vary more with hab- the skill.
r.ocket, · a twin-space vehicle mentos were received by the or plain), and c·o nformity. The ituated activity patterns than
carrieJ:.". Latest word is that the Churchill family.
cigar, on .the other hand, with other factors, such as age.
US will ask Cuba to return the
stands
for success, authority (2) It •is entirely possible that
Also . . .
debris so that scientific reand
individuality.
extending flexibility performArgentina suffers from reFor a Tasty Dinner
search can be conducted to volts, many link the action to
Oo I hear a small voice say- ance of some joints may deavoid reoccurrances in the fu- Peron; Cuban sugar refiners ing, "But I don't like cigars!"? tract from that skill. Limiting
OrA
ture.
say "Go American, we want This problem can be solved by range of movement may enElsewhere:
money," while Cuba sells short ob~erving the .following point- hance some skills, that is, skills
Quick Lunch
Venezuela has big fight with to Red China, taking · huge fi- ers on the art of enjoying a in track, basketball, baseball.
leftists .holding out for "Cuban- nancial loss and making the cigar. When lighting the cigar,
(3) Little evidence has been
type" regime. So far, leftists Cubaa regime . even more keep the flame about an inch found that age, such as from
You Can't Beat
are losing.
.
below the tip and puff evenly 10 years to full maturity, de•
broke.
'
Private schools in Cuba fear
until
the cigar has an even, termined flexibil-ity perforThe College Inn
US asks for repayment on
squeeze
by
Castro-what bills-but doesn't say "repay" symmetrical burn. If it does mance. (4) There appears to
could be the first step in Fi- -says please help us on our not draw well, work the ciga1- be felxibility patterns in each
del's
eliminating
religion. foreign aid spending. "Give us around, squeezing gently to case or group studied, which
(Cuba is predominantly Rpman money to keep our troops in loosen the filler. For real en··- ---··------ - -- - - - - - - - eatholic. Fidel was, apparently your land," according to re- j?yment, smoke slowly. If you
isn't.)
ports. Other reports indicate f~nd the taste unpleasant, use a
Integration
Get your · cloth.e s ready fer the holidays.
that diplomatic policy may be holder, Above all, you do not
New
Orleans
undergoes successful.
. have to inhale to enjoy your
daily struggle as federal marsmoke. It's a matter of tasting
Suits cleaned and pressed.
shals implement federal court
the satisfying flavor and soulorders, state orders contrary, Mu Phi On Campus
warming aroma, that makes ci.
Epsilon Iota chapter of Mu gar smoking such a pleasant
and citizens (some may be
Shi•rts laundered here.
from out of state) get in be- Phi Epsilon held a rush party relaxation.
'
at Dr. and Mrs. Do'n S. Pattertween. Integration goes on.
Yes, ladies, I will get around
Hell
son's home on October 30. tb you now. The cigarillo has
Now you can go fo Hell on About 50 persons attended the been smoked b¥ women in
paved roads . . . . Hell, Afrita', tea and program. Among those European countries for some
that is. The small community, attending were freshmen girls time, partieularly in Denmark,
heretofore served btY a mule interested in a music major or and is consideTed s.o cially actrail, is getting its road paved minor, and sophomore and jun- ceptable and quite fashionable.
.
.
. . . and not only by good in- ior girls who were eligible for Could this interesting habit
have an appeal for American
tentions. The village is near membership.
Prince Albert, Cape Province.
On November 8, Mary Lynn women?
Throw away your anem,i\'.!
Communist Shakeup
Cramer, Darlene Fields, Mary(within wal,Cing distance to School)
Both China and Russia are lin Koch, and Rita Wiamy, who cigarettes. Put those pipes back
New Brick Building - Two Bedroom Furnished
shaking up their t0p military were eligible for membership, in the rack. Go out and buy
With
brass. Full report will follow, were pledged in Mu Phi Epsi- an artistically decorated box
Range,
Refrigerator,
Drapes
next week, when appoint- lon in a formal ceremony at of cigars and sit back for some
Water and Sewage Paid
.
I
Sibyl Hatch's home. They will real smoking enjoyment, and
ments should be stable.
This apartment will accommodate 4 students eligible ·to
Roundup
be wearing small silver pins remember, · tqrough a blue
live off campus. $75.00 a month.
Argentina also
revolts- until they are initiated winter haze of fine · Havana smoke,
that
famous
quotation
of
Rudquarter.
Also one Bedroom as above $60.00 a month
many occurances are linked to
yard
Kipling's-"A
womans
is
Peron.
Members of the chapter
' Call Spokane RI 7-75S3
Birthday ,
were guests of the Spokane · only a woman: ho.t a good 'cigar
MA 4-0696 Cheney, Wash.
Winston Churchill celebrat- chqpter of Mu Phi on Novem- is a smoke!"
es 86th birthday last week; ber 21, where· they enjoyed a
still suffering from a small buffet dinner and a music program. Sharon James, E_WC, pianist, participated in the proChristmas Concert
gram.
Campus )llembers are Janice
The annual Christmas Con- Morris,
Vicky Sharp, Sharon
cert will be presented Decem- James, Darlene Fields, and Reber 8 at 8 p. m. in Showalter nola Harlon. Sibyl Hatch and
Auditorium.
Patty Lane are not on campus
This years program will fea- this quarter.
ture the Symphonic Choir, The '
The chapter is planning a
Collegians, and the Symphony "Goody Sale" in the dorms nn
Orchestra.
December 11.
Special numbers on the proAdvisors are Miss Gwendogram will include a Cantata, lyn Harper and Yvonne Greg"Open the Gates of Justice" by ory.
Buxtehude and "In Excesiis"
by G. Gabrieli. Mr. Ralph Manzo, director of choral activities, explained to the Easterner, "Both of these works are
rarely performed."
Tried
"In Excesiis," a scared symphony, will be prese'n ted by
Regular
the Symphonic Choir, and will
be supported by a brass enFilter
Tried
semble with organ.
Cigarettes?
The Symphony Orchestra
will perform Leroy Anderson's
"Christmas
Festival."
The
choir will present the ever-popular "Drummer Boy."
The program will also include traditional carols.
1

.

Maddux Cleaners

Apartn,ent For Rent

..

Subscribe Now
at Half Price*

1/3 off
on
All Christmas
Gift Wrap

1/3 off
on
All Christmas cards
Boxes ,o r singles

CHENEY DRUG
Warren H. Westerman
Next to the Free Press

You can read this world-famous
dally newspaper for the next six ·
months for $5, just half the
regular subscription rate.
Get top news coverage. Enjoy
special features. Clip for reference work.
Send your order today. Enclose
check .or money order. Use coupon below.

-~-------------

The Christian Science Monitor
P-CN
One Norway St., Boston 15, Moss.
Send your newspaper for the time
checked.
D 6 months $5 O 1 year $ 10
D College Student O Faculty Member

NOW!

Come Up.,.. All The Way Up
to the MENTHOL MAGIC
of KOOL!

When your taste tells you
it's time for a change,
remember: Only Kool-

Nome
Address
City
Zone
State
•Thts special offer avallable ONLY to college
1tudenls, faculty members, and college llbrarles.

01960, 8RC1WN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CORPORATION

+
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No More Cold War
By Ken McDonald

A nuclear war can lead to only one end-TOTAL DESTRUCTION. With all of the time and money the United States government has spent on civil defense, they have provided no effective
protection against nuclear warfare. The Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization offer two forms of national defense-SHELTER and EVACUATION.
SHELTER-How can we shelter ourselves against an unknown

enemy?
Even though the expense would be terrific, it is possible to
build a shel.t er to protect against the biggest bomb or weapon of
our knowledge. But what of unknown weapons, more terrible
than ever before imagined?

What good are shelters
against weapons which may be
obsolete even before the shelters are completed. It is impossible to maintain an adequate
shelter protection against nuclear weapons.
EVACUATION

Evacuation, in the face of
enemy attack, of any major
city is impossible. Assuming
that a warning will reach a
city before. an attack, are we
foolish enough to believe that
these fear-crazed people, driven into panic by their wild
imaginations of the oncoming
horror, will conduct an orderly
and efficient evacuation?
Evacuation would lead to
disaster. No, this is not the correct plan for national defense.
No Escape

Let's face it; if we are involved in a nuclear war, there
will be no escape! We are not
the only people to realize this;
the leaders and military men
of the USSR and all the other
major nations know the consequences of a nuclear war.
These people aren't foolish
enough to start a suicidal war.
So why should ·we concentrate
our efforts on a defense which
we know is useless and unnecessary?

• We should be shifting our
defense efforts to winning the
cold war, winning over, by education, loans, and every other
peaceful means , the people of
other nations, and ourselves,
to the only true defense-UNDERSTANDING.
The real danger is in the
cold, not the hot war.

Petition On Cuba
Signed By 250
A four point petition, sponsored by the Harvard-Radcliffe Liberal Union and signed by 250 Harvard-Radcliffe
students, urges an end to the
"ill conceived" embargo, "willingness to negotiate" over
Guantanamo Bay and is an effort to keep open the avenues
of communication with Cuba.
also urged president Eisenhower not to commit his suGcessor
irrevocably on the Cuban issue,
and was forwarded to the capitol. The aim of the petition is
to remind the government that
sentiment is opposed to the
course the U. S. has been taking.

Language Seminar
On Japan
Kingo Shiraishi is instruct~
ing a Japanese language seminar. Each Wednesday -evening
from 7 p. m. to 8 p. m. he
meets with all interested students in Showalter 308. He explained, "It is a very informal
class meeting. We do not only
study the language, we have
question and answer sessions
about all phases of Japanese
life."
'
He urges, "Anyone who is interested in Japan may enroll
in the seminar." There is no
cost and no credits are given.
Kingo was sponsored and
came to America in September
l 957. He attended Cheney High
School for a while in order to
study English and then enrolled at Eastern. Before coming to America he attended a
junior college in Japan.
He is now a senior majoring
in geography. When he graduates, he plans to attend the
Bible' Institute of Los Angeles.
He said his reason for wishing
to attend a missionary shcool
for a time is, "Native missionaries could help their own people more."
So.on after he completes his
education in the states, he
plans to return to Japan. When
asked about his future plans
and .what he wants to do, he
said, "A revolutionist for democracy in Japan."
He has noticed that in America the student-teacher relationship is very, very friendly.
(However, he didn't know if it
was this way in other places.
He has only been on the West
Coast.)
When asked about American
women, he said, "They are
pretty!"
Kingo said that he collects
stamps and enjoys taking pictures. But after talking to him
for a few minutes this reporter
soon realized. that while he is
in America, he must have very
little time for his hobbies.
His desire wbile in America
is best pictured in his words,
"I try to work very hard to
make good international relationships. I hope everyone will
try to better understand Japan.
People helped me, and my
wish now is to show them my
appreciation by helping them
to better understand Japan:''

Michigan School
Policy Oppo1ed

Spons.or Corps Busy In Varied Areas

Detroit,
Michigan
(UPS)
Prompted by fear of discontinued state financial support,
Wayne
State
University's
Board. of Governors broke up
their meeting Wednesday (November 16) without taking any
action on their policy of allowing Communist speakers on
campus.
State Senator Elmer R. Porter threatened WSU with no
more legislative support. The
chairman of the appropriation
committee said: "As far as I
am concerned, Wayne · State
University will be hard put to
find any further Michigan tax
dollars for its support as long
as the Board of governors permi ts Communist speaker-s to
appear on campus."
The fallowing day Porter
modified his threat to block
state appropriations. Porter
said he would not us~ his one
v~te on the 11ppropriations
committee to block funds for
WSU "because I think I can
get results without it.
WSU's President Clarence
Hilberry said Porter had telepJloned him after the meeting
and assured the president he
was in favor of the university's
policy. Hilberry said Porter
was "concerned" that persons
would be allowed on campus
to preach violent overthrow of
the government. However, Hilberry said, "Nothing could be
farther from the truth, all the
safeguards have been set up to
prevent propaganda of any
kind being preached."
In an editorial Friday regarding the Board's move, the
Michigan Daily commented:
"It is in the board's credit
that they did not back down
immediately and impose a new
speaking ban, if only a temporary one to last until conditions cleared up. Wayne must
maintain its honest and forthright position if it is to maintain its integrity and self-respect.
Sen.ftor Porter, however, is
open to attack on three levels.
First of all, he was uninformed
of the real facts and issues of
the controversy at Wayne, the
biggest dispute to touch a state
univ~rsity this year. Porter has
also failed to comprehend the
freedoms of a university on
two planes. The first is the
freedom, indeed the responsibility, to air all theories in an
open arena of debate. The second freedom ... is the university's right to be independent
of outside control. It must in
a11 cases be allowed to form its
own policies without coercion
and control from the outside.

Cold steel, shaky hopes, officer meetings, and interviews bring
back memories of both joy and accomplishment to many an Eastern co-ed. The traditional tapping of sponsors during fall quarter
brought an addition of 33 girls into the Corps. Sponsor Corps
members are the official hostesses of Eastern's ROTC.
A national honorary organization, Sponsor Corps select
its members on basis of per- INVESTMENT PAYS
sonality, grade point, previous BIG DIVIDENDS
marching experience, neat apAdequate
investment in
pearance, and speaking ability.
Once in the corps co-eds as- schools P.aY huge dividends in
sume many interesting and better jobs, increased income,
varied responsibilities, the higher productivity · and a
most important being the · stronger nation.
learning of precision marchDr. Louis V. Grafious, proing. This is accomplished by
fessor
of E:r;iglish and speech
the weekly drill hour.
at
EWC
and president of the
The sponsors march with cadet officers during spring college's unit of the Washingquarter drills in preparation toq Education association, said
for the Armed Forces Day Pa- research has proven a higher
rade, and possibly this year the net profit for states willing to
Apple Blossom festivities. They invest in better school proalso co-sponsor the semi-an- grams.
nual blood drives with the caThe relation between investdet officers and act as hostess- ment in edl\cation and produces at various military func- tivity is apparent in comparitions.
sons showing that states rankDuring the spring quarter ing high in investments for
the regional ' Sponsor Corps schools also rank high in indiconference will meet at East- vidual incomes, he said. By the
ern to plan and coordinate var- same token, states with lowest
ious Sponsor Corps activities income, have the lowest school
and policies.
expenditures.
As a social and service organization the corps sponsors
"By 1965 America will need
mixers, half time drill at num- more than 2,000,000 additional
erous athletic events. Cake engineers and scientists," Dr.
sales, and participates with the Grafious said, "not including
cadet officers at tbe Fairchild the many more skilled craftsfunctions.
men required. This will mean
New uniforms will appear a great increase in jobs requirsoon, similar to the . regular ing extensive education."
WAC uniform without the now
familiar capes and other regalia. Rank will be designated
by neck scarves. A new constitution was drawn up this year
which puts the corp on the recognized list of the student government.
With its new members, new
constitution, new uniforms,
f ~-- .:
and a full calendar of activiHAVE , ALWAYS HAD an
ties Sponsor Corps, can be exabiding
hatred
for• the bottom crust
pected to fill one of the many
of rye bread. There is no particular
gaps on Eastern's campus.
reason for making this point, except

Mary, Queen of Scots, was
reputed to have a different wig
for every day of the year.

Take home some delicious Christmas

A professorship in Christian
Thought has been established
at Cornell University in response to an upsurge in interest in religion among many of
the students. which has been
increasing since the war, after
a decline in the '20's and '30's.
Under a grant from the Danforth Foundation, the new professorship will mark the second of a series of steps toward
a broad, interdepartmental
program of religious studies at
Cornell.
The first step, the offering
of courses in Biblical and Hebrew Studies, has had a high
enrollment among students.
The third step will be the establishment of a program of
ancient and modern religions
of the Near and Far E.ast.

Cheney Newsstand
Late Evening Snacks
•

School Supplies

•

Cookies or Fruit Cakes from

Cornell U. Expands
Religious Study
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Film Developing -

Fastest In Cheney
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All your Christmas ·n eeds
California and the West need Teachers. M'any January
and February openings. All elementary grades . . . Most
secondary fields starting salaries up to $7,000, depending on qualifications.
Personalized Placements To Meet Individual Needs
Hall Tuchers Agency
131 University Avenue
Palo Alto, California

at

Ben Franklin's
Candies, Cards, Decorations
Gifts 50c and up
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that whenever I think of Fort
Lauderdale, I think of rye bread.
The.re is no particular reason for that
either,' but I have been thinking of
Fort Lauderdale. Fort Lauderdale is
"where the boys arc." Right now,
that is. Most of the time, serenity
reigns in Fort Lauderdale. (The
Chamber of Commerce will hate me;
they say it never rains in Fort
Lauderdale.) But, for two weeks,
twenty thousand collegians 'descend
on this peaceful community and take
it apart, peace by peace. They call
it Spring Vacation, but it's more like
amateur night at Cape Canaveral.
They capture Florida and throw the
Keys a...,.ay. But I shouldn't jokenot whik pr.-ople arc holding mass ~
prayer meeting~ for an early hurricane seasor•.
This is "where the 'boys are. 1 ' • And
girls, too. Such girls, it makes you
dizzy to look at them. If you look long
enough, you r~ach an advanced
stage of di1.ziness called aphro•
dizzier. It's like being in love. That's
what happened to me, and it will
happen to you, too. Everywhere you
turn - beaches full of them, motels
and hotels full of them, cars full of
them, pools full of them, bathing
suits full of them. Ah; bathing suits
. . • when the man said, "It's the
little things in life .that count," he
must have been thinking of bathing
suits. But mostly, i_t's the girls.
Girls in love, girls in trouble, bright
girls with a future, not-so-bright
girls with a past, rich girls in the lap
of luxury, poor girl!! in any lap
that'll have them, i,;irls of ~very size
and discretion. It isn't any y1onder
that this is "where th:: boys arc."
And the things that. happt•.n are
wacky and wild and wicked and
warrnl)· wonderful "wh('.:-e the boys
are." .::iomeo1ie shoulc! make a movie
about it, lky, ;.cmeonr.: did! M-G-M
calls i t «·w:1'!rn The Bo·;s Are,"
starring Dc,Jort'.s Hart, George Hamil•
ton, Yvette Mimieux, Jim Hutton,
Barbar~ Nichols, Paula Prentis·•, with
Frank Gonihin and introducing popular recording star Connie Francis
in her first screen role. You'll p ,
want to sec all the thin~....,. )~·
that happen "Where The ,'- · ~
Boys Arc."
~

/·

fo,
.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
presents

-

"WH&RE THE BOYS ARE"
A Euterpe production
iA CincmaScopc and
METROCOLOR.
Screenplay by George Wells,·

bued on 1hc novel 6y
Glendon Swarthout.
Directed by Henry Levin.
Produced by Joe Fa1temak.

v-~
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Working Student Is Now
A Thing of the Past
By Don Carroll

Every student is familiar with the boasts of the old grad
who proudly maintains that he worked his way through college.
In his youth, he has appeared in the movies time and again as
the undernourished·, usually brilliant product of a second generation American family.
·
Wit_hout any outside assistance whatsoever (Nay, he repeteadly r ef uses financial aid
offered by intellectually inielined widows) this admirable
:.specim·e n of American red- '
blood struggles on with a
-smile, counting the calories in
John
Johnston,
Scottish
his boiled eggs and bread. He graduate student at the Uniforsakes dates, dowagers, and versity of California, will be
,dances for his job and studies.
Whether of not such indus- able to continue his studies.
trious and virtuous students
Originally, after he picketed
ever ·existed outside of Holly- the House Committee on Unwood is open to dispute. Al- American Activities in San
though more students are Francisco, he was under threat
working today than before, the of deportation. Charles J. Betrend is towards fewer hours chie, regional immigration di,on the Job and more emphasis rector, said that "the case has
,on ,studies.
been carefully reconsidered beA recent survey of 100 col- cause Mr. Johnston's departure
leges across the country re- would be a loss to the univeri_ported an average of one third sity program. The United Statof the <stmdents holding jobs es Immigration Service revers,dwiiqg the i;chool year. Time ed -itself November 22, and de:spent on the job amounted to cided that Johnston may remain
in this country untit August 31.
14 hours per week.
The wages resulted· from 14 The ruling against Mr. Johnhours per week of labor is in- ston upheld the view that it
was "out of line for a foreign
deed a nominal sum when the student
to picket a committee
bills are tallied at . the end of of Congress."
the
month- certainly
not
enough to finance a college edBeechie said the fact Johnucation, summer employment ston joined · a picket line at
notwithstanding. Of course, City Hall last May 13 figured
soqie have scholarships, the G. in his case but, "a number of
I. Bill, or a wife with a job, other factors were considered."·
but more and more students He said he was not at liberty to
· will have to seek loans from discuss these other factors, not
even with Johnston. Johnston
one source or another.
It liias been estimated tbat wa~ not involved with the po100,000 able young people fail lice on May 13 at City Hall.
to ~o to college each year because of financial needs. Apparently the theory that "you
can go if you really want to" is
fast becoming "you can go if
you've go the cash."
Yet the story of the old grad
is dying slowly. At least the
prestige identified with working and college is very much
alive. For example, here at
Cheney there are 822 working
students. The records show
that 212 work over 30 hours,
less than 90 wor k 21 to 30
hours, and the remaining 520
wor k less than 20 hours per
week. The records also list 822
students who are 100 per cent
.self supporting.
Regar dless of who works, or
does not work, the fact remains that thousands of potential college graduates are finding the doors closed because of
a lack · of financial m-eans.
When and if such means are
made available, work at col- .
lege will have to mean academic achievement r ather than
the str uggle for economic selfsufficiency. , •

Grad Student

·S tays in US

.

Con fe rence is
Discontinued
ABC television and radio
network has discontinued Ruth
Hagy's "College News Conference," an'd interview program
produced and moderated by
Mrs. Ruth Hagy Brod.
With the announcement that
"College News Conference"
would no longer be carried by
the ·ABC networ k, several
Washington legislators have
formed a "Save College News
Conference" committe·e, which
includes women's and civic organizations I as well as legislative and student groups. Senator Jacob K. Javits, who is
heading the committee, sent
USNSA the following telegram:

DECEMBER 7, 1960
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Scholarship Loans Are Today's Questions

'Fite term "scholarship" has become as traditional as a means
of financi~l aid to college students, as working one's ~ay through.
Scholarships «re often associated with images of the straight A
student, or the star athlete who is bargained for with offers from
several collegeg, .
Many of the less brilliant or
athletically inclined students
certain name or that you be
tend to view the scholarship adescended
from a particular
bearer with awe.
ancestry, a member of a cerChange
tain church or lodge. If you
It is a fact that most schol- can memorize a catechism, win
arships are awarded on the ba- a beauty contest, (whether you
sis of academic promise, but intenr1 to go to college or not)
the whole concept of awar ds or your fat her works for a certo promising students is under- tain company, you may qualgoing much change. One of ify for scholarship.
the two largest sources of
are so whimsical that
scholarships in the country is theSome
money goes begging for
National Merit Corpora- years.
"All good wishes in your ef- the
tion.
forts to get College News ConIt was started by the Ford
The very word "scholarship"
ference continued. It is an ex- Foundation
in
1956 and sin,ce may eventually become obsotraordinary public service pro- then additional money from
Certainly it can mean
gram. Most important to en- large industries hae been flow- lete.
many
things t oday.
lightenment on national issues ing in. Each year this organi- We aredifferent
.
more
likely
hear
and to training our coming lea- zation grants 1000 scholarships a bout "financial aid," to which
dership generation, for exam- worth one million dollars.
means loans rather than an
ple reaction to .my Octobre 30
The interesting point about outright gift.
appearance was unparalleled these awards is that their monr
and one of the most effective etary values range from $100
I have ever had.
to $2500. In other words, each Money Loose For
the
Jacob K. Javits, USS.''. il)dividual is granted
Writers By Mag
money
on
the
basis
of
need.
Those who would like to see
The student has complete
this program continue on the
This year Mademoiselle is
freedom
in choosing a college. again awarding prizes for the
air as a forum for st11dent discus Sion and student opinion as Competition is stiff, however, best articles written by an
well as a platform for present- and only a handful of students undergraduate, an alumnus,
ing a picture to todays respon- qualify each year.
and a faculty member, and to
Sources
sible and intelligent student.
the college periodicals in
Although the major source which each article appears.
To do so students should of scholarships is the colleges, This year for the frist time the
· write to these people: ·
various private groups and in- winners will, in addition to re' Mr~ Leonard Goldensohn, dividuals have established ceiving cash prizes, be paid
President, ~ American Broad- funds ostensibly based on the for their articles if they are
casting Co. 7 West 66th Street, same theory. But in many cas- bought for republication in
New iYotk City, N. Y. ; and Mr. es the restrictions tacked on to Mademoiselle.
John Daly, Head of Public Af- these awards are narrow- too
fairs, American Broadcasting narrow for the great majority
For mor-: information and
Co. 7 West .66th Street, New of students.
complete rules, check in The
.
York City, N. Y.
Some stipulate that you have Easterner office.

College Editors
Support Corps
Editors and staff members of
four college newspapers met
at Trinity November 19-20 to
organize a College Editors
guild. Represenetatives of the
Trinitv Tripod, Wesleyan Argus, Sniith Sophian and the
Connecticutt Conn Census, outlined possible ·e ditorial policies
on a number of national and
local issues. Also members, but
unable to attend are Williams
and Vassar.
The
15
undergraduates
agreed to support the Youth
Peace Corps proposed by Senator Hubert Humphrey and
endorsed by President elect
John Kennedy in the last session of Congress.
The Guild plans to use its influence as a lobbying body for
national issues and as a clearinghouse for local problems affecting member colleges.
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ltS what's Y.P- front that counts
Up front is I FILTER-BLEND Iand only Winston has it!
Rich, golden tobaccos specially selected and specially
processed for full flavor in filter smoking:
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COLLEGE COSTS
(continued from · page 1)
year roughly $75,000,000 will be loaned to students, counting
amounts coming from the federal program, state programs, various foundation programs and the colleges' own loan programs .
But this still prese nts the problem of finding a way to repay the
loan.
For the student who must provide for his college education,
numerous scholarships are available. Various .scholarships range
from $50 at small colleges to $2800 at some larger colleges or
universities. However , n1any of the most n eedy students don't
qualify for scholarships.
.
. Finally, t her e are several plans by which a young person and
his parents can save a portion or all of his college funds by t he
time he completes high school. Among them are insurance and
investment programs. Insurance companies have policies designed for just this pur pose. T~ere. could be individual family college
plans, but today they are almost non-existent.
In the final analysis, the student's education fun9-s, in the
face of skyrocketing college costs, will probably come from a
combination of these sources.
In any case, paying for a college education in the future , if
not now, is going to 1?e a long term project.
'

LOST

Crook, Not Murderer
(continued from page 1)
in them. Muggeridge cited as
examples a recent article he
had seen where monkeys, being used ver y successfully to
run an assembly line, were being compelled to join a labor
union. "Your (meaning the
United States') presidential
elections are also too funny to
be funny about. When such a
serious n ewspaper as the New
York Times devotes columns
t o the bags under a candidate's
eyes, or the fact that someone
who had sneaked into the
makeup room making a shadow by a candidate's nose possibly winning or losing the
election, one begins to wonder if the use 'of masks for the
candidates might facilitate future election campaigns. The
candidates could • choose the
mask they wanted, and the
election would no longer be
between two stuffed shirts, but
between two masks."

A black loose leaf notebook
with four spiral notebooks inside; the music notebook is especially needed. All class notes
are inside as there is no text
for the dass. Please return to
Dick Compton, blind student,
or to the Eastern office.

national Refugee Camp in Bremin, where Emilian got a job
as su pervisor of t he kitch en
and- Antonia was p ut in charge
of recreation and t he libr ary.
As next week is our last issue this quarte r, we will complete the story at that timeEd.

•

Seven students fr'om EWC
were among the 160 delegates
attending the 1960 Province
Newman Convention on Nov.
23 through 26 at the Montana
State University carppus.
Repr senting EWC were
John Rondeau, Mike Tuten,
Ed Thrill, Kathy Beckman,
Mar garet Beckman, F. Schadgg, and Kay Schadegg. The
delegates represented some
B 000 Catholic students attending u niver sities in Montana,
Id ah o, Washington and Oregon.

Plenty of Parking

•

OPEN 9 TO 9

Madren Bros. in Spokane
will pay a

$25 Cash Reward
for qualified information on
anyone planning to buy a new or used car.

Ma.d ren's
3rd and Howard

MA. 4-9241

Enrollment lncr~ases
For the eighth consecutive
year, enrollment of full-time
students in American accredited universities and four-year
colleges has increased. There
are well ovet 2 million fulllime stud ents this fall compared with the 1,973,948 which
were r eported in 1959 as their
final totals by 995 listed institutions of higher learning.
Dr. Garland G. Parker, University of Cincinnatti registrar
and central admissions officer,
queried over 600 institutions
fo r the facts.

';

Everything You Can Think of
•. . . . and Lots More Besides
I

Cheney .Dept. Store
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Atlas Tires and Batteries

,

City Dry Cleaners

Al's ·C hevron Service·

Tailoring and Repairs
ALTERATIONS

"We Take Better Care of Your Car"
1st and D Sts.
Cheney
BE 5-8843

Laundry Service
'

Filters for
flavor
-finest flavor by far I

Tareyton

LFILTER

.

G>

Product of

HERE'S HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT:

Tareyton has the taste-

Dual Filter
does it!
·,

"'

1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL ..•
definitely Rroved to make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth ..•
-;;:

'J(: ., ,

:/~,~;~•
..

.

..

2. with a pure white outer filter. Together they select and balance
the flavor elements in the smoke. Tareyb:m's flavor-balance gives
you the best taste of the best tobaccos.

..

NElY DUAL FIL'J'.~R

c.Jl:, ~ J~ - J"'~

,,

~TANDARD OIL PRODUCTS

1

Authority hates fools, said
Muggeridge
when
talking
about the lack of humor
among the ruling classes. The
very nature of humor is in opposition to authority, as it is by
nature anarchistic and critical.
"When I once compared our
royal family t o a spectacular
soap oper a, complete with the
problem sister , I found myself in a gr eat deal of trouble.
I really think, though, t hat
every country, including t he
United States, should have a
monarchy. You can't , of course
buy ours, as it would be, as
are all spectaculars, very expensive, but you can set up one
of your own .
"The chief characteristic of
monarchial heads should be
that t hey take as ,liitle interest as possible in t he affairs of
government. From what I have
been told , then, t he logical
founder of a monar chy in your
co untr y would be King Ike the
I, or, better yet, Emperor Ike."
"Humor," Muggeridge said
by way· of a definition, "is the
trade of the fool, grotesquely
pictured t he disparity between
man's aspiration and man 's
perfor mance." That, he continued, is why sex is such a
humor ous subject.
" Man has achieved many of
t he goals of mankind,"Muggeridge said in a more serious
mood, " when he thinks, when
he believe s notably, and when
he la ughs." It is the profession of the fool, he smiled,
which completes, then, one of
the highest needs of mankind.

(continued from page 1)

GIBSON'S THRIFT SUPERMARKET

PROMPT~ COURTEOUS SERVICE

"Think what an equalizer
this would be !" exclaimed
Muggeridge, "even children
and higher domestic, animals
could become pr esid ent."

MA·YKOWSKYJ

Easterners To
Montana

is our middle name
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Tareyton
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